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Penny’s Two Cents
Greetings! After much discussion at our house, I’m
getting my Two Cents published!
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James Van

I will be using this space to share information with
the membership that may not have
been part of our regular meeting.
SO, here we go:
LUNCHES – There seems to be some confusion
about lunches. Inquiring minds want answers to
these
questions:
? Why must I order lunch? In this post-COVID
era, it has been very difficult to predict the number
of attendees at each meeting. Main Street Catering graciously agreed to
provide catering
services based on our fluctuating attendance. Prior to COVID, we had a 55
lunch minimum.
Currently we do not have anywhere near that many members attending.
(Have you invited
anyone back to Rotary lately?) In is very important that everyone sign up for
lunch to give us the
most accurate count possible. We are trying not to waste Club dollars by
over-ordering lunches.
? Can I order an alternate lunch? YES! You may order any of the following
salads:
o Maurice -Julienne turkey, ham, Swiss cheese, olive, sweet pickle on a bed
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of lettuce, and
Vassel’s famous Maurice dressing
o Caesar – with or without chicken
o Mediterranean – with or without chicken- Pear pasta, fresh parsley,
chopped cherry
tomatoes, English cucumber, capers &amp; roasted red peppers tossed in
lemon olive oil
dressing
? Must I buy a lunch? If you are going to eat, you need to buy a lunch.
? What if I order lunch, but do not attend the meeting? Marie will do her
best to sell your lunch
to someone who does attend, but did not order a lunch. However, if your
lunch cannot be sold,
you will be charged for it.
? Can I Bring My Own Lunch? NO. Please do not bring food from outside
sources. Jerry has been very flexible and has consistently delivered lunches
to us even though we are well below our pre-COVID minimum. We are trying
to support a local business, not compete with it.
? Does lunch money cover room rent? NO! The entire $16 goes toward
the cost of the food,
preparation, delivery, set-up, clean-up and a small tip for the delivery
person. The room rent is
included in our dues.
The Board realizes that not everyone will be happy with these decisions.
When the Four-Way Test is
applied, these are the best decisions we could make.
Please feel free to reach out to me if you have questions or comments. We
are blessed to be able to share a meal, time and fellowship together.
Yours in Rotary!
Penny
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